UH OFFSHORE INDUSTRY CRAWFISH BOIL

29TH OFFSHORE INDUSTRY CRAWFISH BOIL
IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE OFFSHORE TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON

Event Date: Sunday, April 29, 2018, 1:00 p.m. ? 5:00 p.m.
Event Location: UH Campus, Lynn Eusan Park
Tickets may be purchased at the gate the day of the event for $40.00.
Children under six are free. Students 7-21 are $20.00.

PLEASE KEEP AND PRINT YOUR PAYMENT CONFIRMATION EMAIL TO PICK UP YOUR TICKETS AT THE GATE.

We are no longer selling crawfish boil tickets online. You can purchase crawfish boil tickets on Sunday (4.29) at the Registration Table. Thanks.

About the event

The Offshore Industry Crawfish Boil became one of the largest and most popular events of OTC other than the show itself! Held at the Lynn Eusen Park on the University of Houston campus (adjacent to the University Hilton), thousands of pounds of Crawfish are served along with BBQ, hot dogs, bratwurst and sausage, a variety of desserts, beer and soft drinks.

In 2017 the Boil was not held due to the depressed nature of the industry. The Boil will restart in 2018, but as the
industry is, will be smaller. We find some encouraging signs, but are making significant changes to adjust to the situation. The primary changes are reducing the sponsorship ticket prices back to what they were 15 years ago, reducing the size of the sponsorship packages, and reducing the tent sizes.

**Sponsorship**

Click here to request a sponsorship.

Sponsorship will still be in three categories:

- Titanium sponsorship: 200 tickets @ $6,000 which includes a 30?x30? tent with tables and chairs
- Platinum sponsorship: 100 tickets @ $3,000 which includes a 20?x20? tent with tables and chairs
- Corporate sponsorship: 50 tickets @ $1500 which includes a 15?x15? tent with tables and chairs

There is general seating throughout the event area for those without a tent or without an invitation to a tent area. We provide signage in front of tents. All sponsors are listed on the legs of a mock offshore rig, which serves as the entrance.

All of the previous years? sponsors are listed in three pre-OTC ads in the Oil & Gas Journal and Offshore Magazine (two one third page and one-half page) advertising the upcoming Crawfish Boil as the OTC kick-off.

Proceeds are for Engineering Scholarships to help perpetuate our industry. This is a great way to entertain customers and say thank you to your employees so we hope you will join us for an amazing day!

For sponsorship or individual orders please e-mail Emily McGovern at emcgovern [at]uh [dot] edu

For Raffle sponsorship please call Sergio Meyberg at 713-458-3601

**Executive Committee**

- **EVENT CHAIR**  
  Frank Adamek  
  Adamek Engr. & Tech. Solutions, LLC  
  832-309-1535  
  franklytex [at]aol [dot] com

- **SALES & AWARDS CHAIR**  
  Donald Sparacino  
  PCC Energy Group  
  832-247-5245  
  donaldjsparacino [at]gmail [dot] com

- **REGISTRATION CHAIR**  
  Emily McGovern  
  Cullen College of Engineering  
  University of Houston  
  713-743-8693  
  emcgovern [at]uh [dot] edu

- **OPERATIONS CHAIR**
**RAFFLE CHAIR**
Sergio Meyberg  
GE Oil & Gas  
Drilling & Production  
713-458-3601  
sergio [dot] meyberg [at] ge [dot] com

**CHILDREN’S GAMES CHAIR**
Emily McGovern  
Cullen College of Engineering  
University of Houston  
713-743-8693  
emcgovern [at] uh [dot] edu

**FACILITIES COORDINATOR**
Emily McGovern  
Cullen College of Engineering  
University of Houston  
713-743-8693  
emcgovern [at] uh [dot] edu

**IMMEDIATE PAST EVENT CHAIR**
Benton F. Baugh, Ph.D., P.E.  
Baugh Cons. Engrs., Inc.  
713-419-8683  
bbaugh [at] baughengrs [dot] com

**OTC Crawfish Boil Photos**

Click here to view photos from the OTC Crawfish Boil!